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A SURVEY ON THE HAWKING - PENROSE THEORY 
by Imre Major 
ABSTRACT: Our aim is to give a brief summary of ^he concepts 
and proving-techniques of the theory of spacetime-singularities, 
and give a detailed proof for some theorems which have no 
completly exact or exhausting proof in the literature. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
DEFINITION 1: Light-cone at p: C - [XGT M|g( X,X)<0}. 
DEFINITION 2: We say, that the spacetime /M,g/ is time-orien-
tablo, if the light-cones can be continuously split into two 
parts C+ and C~ such that C = C+uc", C+r'Cf = 0, C+ = -c" 
* P P P . P P P P P P 
We assume that /re ,g/ is time-orientable. 
DEFINITION 3: We call /M,g/ singular, if it cannot be isomet-
rically imbedded into a geodesically complete spacetime. /There 
are three kinds of incompleteness, - namely timelike, null, and 
spacelike incompleteness -, so there are three kinds of singu-
larities/. 
DEFINITION -*: /Weak Energy condition, WEC/ 
T(V,V)>.0 for every timelike VeTM 
Physical meaning: the energy density is nonnegative /measured 
in any coordinate system/. 
DEFINITION 5: /Null-convergence-condition, NCC/ 
R(K,K)r>0 for every K^TM nullvector. /R is the Ricci-tensor/ 
DEFINITION 6: The timelike convergence condition TCC is 
satisfied if R(V,V)r>0 for every timelike vector V^TM. 
PROPOSITION 1. 
WEC-NCC 
Proof: Write the vector K into the Einstein-equations. 
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/where u is the energy-density, and p. are the pressures/* 
the TCC follows from the condition u + p *>0 /a = 1,...,3/ 
and u + gp *>0. 
/This condition is called the strong energy condition. /It 
falls only in case of negative energy-density, or large 
negative pressure.-
DEFINITION 7: Lei S be a spacelike 3-surface, p£S and let 
Y be a timelike geodesic between p and S perpendicular to 
S at q, then we say that: 
- The point p is conjugate to S /along y/ if there is a 
Jacobi-field Z along Y for which Z( p) = 0 , and 
g(VyZ,X) = II(X,Z) for every XGT S 
where II is the second fundamental form of S, V = Y( q) . 
- We say that Y is maximal between, p and S if the second varia-
tion of Y is negative semidefinite. /We consider such varia-
tions which are keeping p constant and moving the other end-
point of Y ° n the surface S./ 
PROPOSITION 3: If the TCC is satisfied and S, q, Y are as in 
the above definition, and if trace III = d-<0 then there 
9 -1 3 
is a point p* on Y conjugate to S within the distance -----
along Y /provided that Y c a n be extended to this parameter 
value/. 
PROPOSITION U: If TCC is satisfied and for p = Y( S..) there is a 
Z^T M for which R(V,Z)(V)^ 0, /here Y is a timelike geodesic, 
V = Y(s,)/ then there are parameter values s , s2 such that 
Y( s ) and Y( S 9 ) are conjugate along Y /provided that Y
 c a n 
be extended to«each parameter value/. 
DEFINITION 8: We say, that the generic condition is satisfied 
/timelike or null, respectively/ if every timelike geodesic Y 
contains a point p where R . ,V V i 0 /V = Y(P)/ or if every 
null geodesic \ contains a point p where KCK K, Rbl d- Kf, i 0 
/K = A* (p)/. The bracket [ ,] stands for to anticommute the 
indices it contains. 
Physical meaning: every particle has a moment in its life, 
when it feels the tidal forces of gravitation. 
THEOREM 5: If y is a timelike geodesic, then [ Y is maximal 
between p and q «-* there is no point conjugate to q between 
p and q] 
THEOREM 6: If y is a nonspacelike curve, which is not a null-
geodesic, then Y can be varied to yield a timelike curve. 
DEFINITION 9: For S C M let 
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J+( S) = fp^MI 3 qes and Y£M future-directed 1 
j nonspacelike curve from q to p i 
I+( S) = fpeMI 3 QeS and Y£M future-directed") 
[_ timelike curve from q to p J 
E+( S) = J+(S)\I+(S) is the horismos of S 
We call J ( S) and I ( S) the causal and chronological future 
of S respectively. 
LEMMA 7: I+( S) is open. 
DEFINITION 10: We call a future-directed nonspacelike curve 
YCSCM /S is open/ future-in extendible in S, if it has no 
future endpoint in S. 
DEFINITION 11: Let X be a sequence of nonspacelike curves. 
Then p^M is a limit-point of X , if for every p^VCM open 
set there is an n^ such that X nv i 0 for eveiy n>n . 
o n J o 
DEFINITION 12: The nonspacelike curve X is the limit-curve 
of the sequence of nonspacelike curves X , if there is a 
subsequence A. of X such that every p^X is a limit point 
of X . k 
nk 
THEOREM 8: If SCM is open and X cs is a sequence of non-
spacelike curves which are future inextendible in S, and pes 
is a limit-point of X , then there is a nonspacelike curve 
X which is future-inextendible in S, p^X and X is a limit-
-curve of the sequence X . 
Moreover if we denote X the subsequence converging to X nk and if we have a point - sequence qk
eX ^i/*^ s u c h that 
there is a compact set K containing the section of X nk between p and q, , and X£K, then q€X. 
^roof: We call a continuous curve Y:"--*M future-directed non-
space 
that 
like if for every t ei there is an open set t eG£I such 
Y(t)G J (Y(to))\{Y(to)} /t<tQ, teG/ 
Y( t) G J+( Y( tQ)) \{ Y( tQ) } /tQ<t66/ 
Pre-lemma a./ If y is a future-directed continuous nonspace*-
like curve, than Y( t •) GJ+( Y( t)) -for every t, t'ei, t<t*. 
Proof: Suppose instead that there is a pair t,<t-?€"i for which 
t +t' 
Y(t:[)^J
+(Y(t]L)) and let p = -ij-1. 
Then Y( p)£J+( Y( t-̂ )) /in this case let t2 = t,, t£ = p/ 
or Y( t.[)̂ -J+(Y(p)) /then let t2 = p, t* = t£/. 
Continuing the process we get a common limit-point q of the 
sequences t^,t|. 
Let q^G be an open set corresponding to the above definition 
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then /for some n/ t^qStn, tn,t^eG, so y( y
6 J"( Y( q)) , 
y( t')ej+( Y(q)) , thus Y(t')ej(Y(t )) , contradiction, n • -x » ' n n 
Pre-lemma b./ If UCM is a geodesically convex open set, 
and p^U, then J ( p)nu is closed in U. 
Note: The global version of the theorem is not true. 
Proof: Let u>: UxU-TM, u>(a,b) = v£T M for which 
~™~—~~~-~-~ a 
exp I (v) = b. We know from metric geometry, that to is continuous. 
a + 
If £^U and r-^q for a sequence r e J ( p) nu then by convexity of U 
there is a nonspacelike geodesic joining p and r , so: 
r = exp I (v ) , where v eT M is nonspacelike i . e . u.(p,r ) =v . n r p n ' n p r r 7 n n 
Now v = w( p ,r )-u)( p,q) = v by continuity of w, so v 
is nonspacelike, thus q€J ( p) . 
Pre-lemma c./ If p is the future endpoint of the future-
directed nonspacelike curve Y then Y ^ ( P) • 
Proof: Let U be a geodesically convex neighbourhood of p 
/0 is compact/ and let Y ( t) £U for t*>t and let 
t <t -[the right-side endpoint of I]. By the compactness 
of U we can suppose that Y( t )—r, and because M is a 
+ 
Hausdorff-manifold, we have r = p. Now Y( t ) eJ ( Y( t )) by 
pre-lemma a. and p€J ( Y( t )) by pre-lemma b., so Y( t )ej ( p) . 
Thus by pre-lemma a. we have the statement of the theorem. 
Pre-lemma d./ There is a coordinate-pair /x,U/ around every 
p£M, such that for every coordinate sphere S around p and 
for every pair of points q,r€J (p)ns there is no nonspace-
like curve between q and r in U. /And the same is true for the 
surface j"(p)ns./ 
Proof: Chose an open set OevcT M such that expI is diffeo-
morphic on V and expI ( V) is geodesically convex, and choose 
an orthonormal base E ,E-,,. . . ,E«^T M. Let y be the normal-
coordinatesystem, defined by E ,...,E3 /i.e. exp" (q) = 
= Zr..Qya(q)E^ for q€exp( V) / and let denote f = ( exp \~h *. 
a — u, o a p 
Then there is an open set pGV'CV such that: 
[2 f°(Y)]2.> J, -[f°(Y>]2(*> 
a=l;o 
for every nonspacelike vector Y€T (M) , qeexp(V') . 
q (n) 
/Otherwise we would have a sequence Y of nonspacelike vectors 
for which Y(n)-YGT M,Y i 0 and Y( n ) would not satisfy * so by 
continuity of the metric g and function f we would have 
[2 f°(Y)]2rS E- Jfa(Y)]2-Uf°(Y)] 2, contradiction./ 
01= 1) o 1 1 9 9 3 3 
Let U = exp(V?) and x° = -*y°, xx=y , x =y , x =y be a coor-
dinate system on U and consider the coordinate-sphere 
S = x~\ S(o,r))£U. If tL<" separation of q,r€Snj+(p) would 
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be nonspacelike, then there would be a nonspacelike geodesic n 
between q and r, n£J ( p) /because U is geodesically convex/. 
Let t eR be a point for which (xon.) (t ) is minimal, then 
(xon)'(t ) = v is parallel with the tangent-hyperplane to 
S(o,r) at the point: 
x( n( tQ)) 
Z = r' lx(n(tQ)) | 
We can choose E19...yE~ such that v =v =0, that is v is a 
tangent vector of the circle (b sint, b cost,c,d) at the point 
(b.sint.^, b.cost,,c,d) = z. The curve n is nonspacelike so by 
(*) we get 
- ~ - *> v£ , that is |cos/t1/|*>2|sin/t1/| . 
sin t. 
But I -j | .>|cos t,l as x" (z)£J ( p) , a contradiction. 
The proof of the theorem: Let /x,U/ be a coordinate-system 
around p as in the preceding pre-lemma d./ and let B(p,r) 
be the closed coordinate-ball around p with radius r. We 
claim that every X gets out of B(p,r). Suppose, that there 
would be a XRCB(p,r) . 
Let t.-*[the right-side endpoint of the domain of X ] and 
X (t.)-*q, and denote r, = |x(q) I. As q is not the endpoiht 
of X , there is a sequence t ?••[ the right-side endpoint of 
the domain of Xn] such that Xn(t?)-q' i q, and denote 
r* = Ix(q') I- If ri=ri 9 then - by the continuity of© -
I + -1 q,q'ej (p)nx ( S ( o , r A ) would be nonspacelike-separated. 
If r i r', then there would be nonspacelike-separated points 
of J+(p)nx"1( S(o,r')) for every r^r^r*. 
So XR leaves B(p,r) . 
Now let X be a subsequence of X for which Xn nB(p,r)-»x11 
Denoting Xn = « 1,D n let X( i,0) n = X(i-l,i-l)n and 
let X(i,j) b e a subsequence of X(i,j-1) which converges 
to x.. on B(P> T *r) • We claim that the separation of x.. 
and x is nonspacelike because considering the sequence 
nk \ v ' 
an = X(i,j)n
nB(P>t r> a n d b m = «n,k)mnB(p, - r) one of 
the sequences X(i,j)n , X(n,k)m will be the subsequence 
of the other /say X(n,k) is a subsequence of X(i,j) / 
so if we denote by am the corresponding subsequence of a 
we get that *^**^i > bm"*xnk a n d t h e s e P a r a t i o n o f 
a and b is nonspacelike, so by convexity, a and b can 
be joined by a nonspacelike geodesic /namely exp (tco(a ,b )) . 
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So by continuity of <D tho vector u>(x..,x .) is nonspacelike, 
so the separation of x.., .x , is nonspacelike. 
Let y: Qn[0,l]-M, Y(J)=xpq and t_eQn[ 0,1] , 
t ->t̂ [ 0,1] . Then y( t ) is a convergent sequence. /To see 
this we can write the sequences A(i,j) into an infinite 
matrix such that every row is a subsequence of its predecessor, 
and take the diagonal y of this matrix. Then ynnfe(p,t) has 
a subsequence yn converging to the point zGB(p,t). un is 
k -• k 
a subsequence of each X(i,j) , so we can see - as before -
that the separation of Y( tR) and z is nonspacelike. If Y( tn ) 
is an arbitrary subsequence of y( t ) for which Y("tn>)-*q 
then: qeB(p,t) and the separation-of q and z is nonspacelike, 
so by the assumption on S(p,r) we have q = z. 
It follows easily that y( t ) -z and Pn°B( P»t)-z. It can be 
seen in the same manner that the curve y is continuous. 
Continuing the process with p -= x11 we get that the resulting 
curve X is /future/ inextendible. /That is a limit-curve of 
X is trivial./ n 
Now suppose that X is the sequence chosen above, q,-»q 
nk K 
/q,ex is a point-sequence/, and there is a compact set K 
K 
satisfying our conditions, so there is a point zGX\K. Choose 
a finite sequence B,,...,B of coordinate-balls from p to z 
around points of X as in the proof of the theorem, such that 
qgB.,u...UB . Then there is a sequence z,GX , z,-*z so 
there is a k such that z,£K /k._k /, that is q, is between 
o k o ' Mk 
p and z^ on Xn for k.>kQ. 
It can be seen by the construction in the proof, that there is 
a k, such that the section of X betweem p and z, is in the 
_ k _ _ 
compact set B-jU. . .UB for k.-k.,, thus q6B.,U. . .UB . 
contradiction. 
NOTE: We can catch the deep difference between the Riemann 
and the Lorentz-metric by this theorem, because 
(t, t sin (—:)) 0<:t<l 
c/t/ = „ 
(t, t sin jig)) -KtSO 
9 1 
is an inextendible curve in ]R*, so X -= — • c is a sequence 
of such curves, and there is no curve X for which X-^X. 
DEFINITION 13: SCM is achronal if I+( S)ns = 0. 
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DEFINITION m : SCM is an achronal boundary, if it is a 
cloyed, achronal imbedded 3-:jubmun.Lfold /of C-*-' class/ 
PROPOSITION 9: If T+(S)CS for S£M i.e. S is a future set 
then 3S is an achronal boundary. 
PROPOSITION 10; If K is a closed set, then J+( K) is the union 
of null-geodesic, which can have past endpoints only on K. 
DEFINITION 15: M is causally simple if J+( K) = E+( K) , 
j"( K) = E~( K) for every compact K. /i.e. J (K) and J"( K) are 
closed for compact K/ 
DEFINITION 16: We say, that M is strongly causal at p. if 
every neighbourhood V of p contains a neighbourhood W of p 
such that Y°W is connected for every nonspacelike curve y. 
LEMMA 11: If M is not strongly causal at p, then there is a 
geodesically cor vex open set U and there is a sequence of open 
sets . . .CV £--«S:V,cu, shrinking to p and a sequence of 
future-dire jted nonspacelike curves A., ,...,X ,... such that 
then the fore-part of A. is in V., then A., leaves. U, after 
A. returns to V.. 
Proof: Let E ,...,E0 be an orthonormal base at p and y be o 6 
the normal-coordinate-system defined by this base, and let 
(explp"1)5%(Z) = Zn «f
a(Z)E for ZeTM, ir/Z/eU', /as in a— u, o a 
pre-lemma d./ 
Because of the conditions there is an open set pCWCM such 
that for every open set pGW'CW there is a future-directed 
nonspacelike curve that leaves W* and returns to it. 
As in the proof of pre-lemma d we can say that: there is ar 
r>0 such that 3. [ f°( Z) ] 2>S- [ ftx( Z) ] for every nonspace-
like ZGTM for which TT( Z) ey-1( B( 0,r)) /i.e. the angle 
between (explp )*( Z) and the hyperplane spanned by E,,E?,E3 

















 , ,./! 2 2 2 /3r. Let K = {x€R |x.,+x0+x0<-7 , |x l</r -x -x0-x0 «-} 
and V„ = y"^-. K) . Then V cw for nl>n . Let V be a n J n n— o n 
future-directed nonspacelike curve leaving V and returning 
-1 . to it, and let Y S (explp) \ . It is easy to see, that y n , n * *n 
comes out of the set — K above the hyperplane S spanned by 
E,,E2,E3 and re-enters under it. 
If Y would not leave the ball B(0,r), then the tangent vec-
tor at its farthest point from S would be parallel to S, so 
the corresponding tangent vector to X would be spacelike. 
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THEOREM 12: If the following conditions are satisfied on M 
1. NCC 
2. Null-genericity 
3. There is no closed timelike curve 
4. Null-geodesic completeness 
then M is strongly causal. 
Proof: Suppose that there is a point peM violating the strong 
causality and let U,V.,X. /i^N/ be as in the preceding lemma. 
Let us extend the curves X. in future direction to get a se-
quence of future-inextendible curves and let X be the limit-
-curve of this sequence, guaranted by theorem 8. /then X is 
a future-directed /future/ inextendible nonspacelike curve/. 
Extending the X.-s in the other direction we get the limit-
-curve X'. If XnxVO or either of it meets the point p once 
more, then a closed nonspacelike curve will be, which can be 
only a closed null-geodesic /by condition 3 and theorem 6/. 
But then this closed null-geodesic would contain a pair of 
conjugate-points /by conditions 1.2.4 and proposition 4/ so 
it would have a variation which would yield a closed timelike 
curve: contradiction. 
Let ri^Xinvi be a point of Xi after the point on Xi not be-
longing to U. We have the following two cases: 
case 1: There is a subsequence X. of X-, and there is 
xk x 
q. ex. , qeX, q. —q such that r. precedes q. on X. . 
xk xk 1k xk Xk ^ xk 
Then covering the section of X between p and q with open sets 
of finite number used in the proof of theorem 8 we get that X 
will meet the point p once more: contradiction. /As the curve 
X. contains a point not belonging to U between p and r. 
1k Xk 
the curve X will contain a point not belonging to U between 
"p and p"./ 
case 2: In case of q«eX. , q^X, q.-*q the point q. precedes 
r. for i>i . Then any pair of distinct points of X can not 
have timelike separation, because otherwise we would have 
qGX, q^I (p) for some q, so we could choose open sets p€W, 
q€W' such that b€I+( a) for every aew, bew'. 
So choosing a sequence q^GX. , q.-*q there is an i such that 
q. precedes r. , r.€W, q.€W* for i>iQ« Then q.ei (r.) and 
r.Gj (q ) which is a contradiction. 
So we can say that X /and X V is a null-geodesic. Suppose there 
are points q'^X', q€* with timelike separation. Then let 
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r + . qGK, q'SK* be open sets such that bei (a) for every a^K*, 
tr=K. Let q.G\^, q--*q» -̂J6*--!* Q.?"*̂ ' be sequences and let 
q.GK, q?GK*, q. precedes q? on X. for i>i . So q.ei (q?) 
and q?eJ ( q.) , contradiction. So \u\* is a complete null-
geodesic /by theorem 6/. But it contains a pair of conjugate 
points by condition 1.2. and proposition -l so it would have 
pairs of points with timelike separation by theorem 5. 
NOTE: The proof of this theorem in [ 1] - in our opinion - is 
rather scamped /for example it does not distinguish the above 
mentioned two cases, though this distinction is necessary by 
all means/. 
DEFINITION 17: If KCM is a compact set, then the curve y : 
I-*M is totally imprisoned in K, if there is a b^I for which 
y( (b, + «) ni) CK. We say, that y is partially .imprisoned in K, 
if it is not totally imprisoned in K but y ( K) has no upper 
bound in I. 
LEMMA 13: If KCM is a strongly causal compact set, then there 
is no future-directed inextendible nonspacelike curve totally 
or partially future-imprisoned in K. 
DEFINITION 18: For SCM: 
D+( SI - JpeM | every past-directed inextendible timelikel 
L curve from p intersects S. -J 
D+(SI - fpeM I every past-directed inextendible nonspace-} 
L like curve from p intersects S J 
DEFINITION 19: If S is an achronal set, then: 
edge ( S) = fpeS | for every open set p^UCM there are J 
points q€i~(p)nu, rei+( p) nu such \ 
that r and q can be joined in U by a 
timelike curve which does not inter-
sect_S. J 
PROPOSITION m ; D+( S) -= D+( S) for every closed set SCM. 
PROPOSITION 15: If S £s a closed achronal set, then: 
edge ( S) -= edge ( H+( s)) -= edge ( H"( S)) 
DEFINITION 20: Let N£M be open. Then we call N globally 
hyperbolic if: 
1. The strong causality condition holds at every 
point of N, ^ — 
2. J (p)nj"(q)CN is compact for every P>ct€N. 
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DEFINITION 21:. 
C(p,q) - \y I Y is a nonspacelike curve connecting p 
and q, and Y - Y'> if Y' can be got from 
Y by reparametrizing it. 
Let YGC(P>q) fl,ul Y^L^M be tin open set. 
Denote U( Y) - (AGCf p,q) I AOJ}, and denote C°(p,q) the 
set C(p,q) with the topology defined by the sets 
K( Y) = IU(Y) I UCM is open} a neighbourhood base at Y« 
PROPOSITION 16: It. N is a strongly causax open set, for which 
N = J"( N) nj+( N) , then : 
[N is globally hyperbolic *=* C(p,q) is compact for all p-q^N] 
THEOREM 17: If S is a closed achronal set, then int (D(S)) 
IL. jTobally ^^nprbolic. 
Proof: 
a./ If peint(D(S)) and - say - pGD+( S) , then every past-
inextendible nonspacelike curve A:[a,b)-*M A( a) = p inter-
sects I~( S) . 
Let s^Ans, t.-b monotone increasing sequence, r^I ( p)nD ( S) . 
Let Y-I be a timelike curve from r to A(t,) and let q, be an 
interior point of Y-> further let Yo be a timelike curve from 
q.. to A( t2) and q« be an interior point of Y 2>
 a n d s o o n # 
Choose the sequence q. such that the distance between q^ 
and A(t.) converges to zero for some positive definite met-
ric on M. 
Then we-have a curve Y - u(segment of Y^ between q.? -j ar-d q.j}-
If Y ° S i 0, then Xni""( S) i 0. If Y°S = 0, then Y must 
have a past endpoint q, thus q.-̂ q and A(t.)-*-q. There is a 
past-inextendible timelike curve through q, which has to 
intersect S at a point u. So there is an index i for which 
sej (A(t.)) and A(t.)€l (u) : contradiction because S is 
achronal. So every /both future and past/ inextendible, non-
spacelike curve through a point p' eintD( S) intersects both 
I+(S) and I~(S) . 
b,/ Suppose, that M is not strongly causal at the point 
p€intD(S), so let p€U£M be an open set, tPvi"2-• •2Vn-# *' 
be a sequence of open sets A.. ,.. . ,A ,.. . be a sequence of 
nonspacelike curves as in Lemma 11. Extending the curves A,, 
in the future direction, we get the future-inextendible 
limit-curve A, and extending them in the past direction we 
get the past-inextendible limit-curve A' /see the proof of 
the theorem 12/. If AnA* i 0, or either of them meets the 
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point p once more, then we get a closed nonspacelike curve 
through p, which intersects both I ( S) , I~( S) : contradiction. 
So, as in the proof of theorem 12 the second case is satis-
fied. 
Let qexni+(S), q«=KCI+( S) , q'ex'ni"(S), q'eK'CMS), 
K, K' are open, q^X.nK, q]€EX?nK, q^q, q?*q', 
q^J^q-p f o r î o- B u t q^KCI+c S) , q?eK'Cl~(S). 
c./ J"( p) nj+( q) cint( D( S) ) for p ,q€.int( D( S) ) 
Let first p£D ( S) , q^D~( S) and X be a nonspacelike 
curve joining p and q. Let rC[ M\( int D(S)]nx. Let p'£D+( S) ni+( p) . 
q'GD~( S)ni""(q) , reK£l"(p»)ni+(q') be an open set, 
r'eK\D(S), and r'€y be a timelike curve joining p' and q'. 
If r'cX' is a nonspacelike curve, both future and past-inex-
tendible, and X'ns = 0, then ynS has at least two points: 
contradiction. 
Now let pei"( S) , qei"( S) , rej~( p) nj+( q) , q>ei~( q) HD"( S) , 
reK£l"( S)ni+( q») be open, r'€K\D(S), Y be a timelike curve 
joining q' and r', and X be a future inextendible nonspacelike 
curve from r', XnS -= 0. But then yns i 0 /because q'eD~(S)/. 
This is a contradiction, because r'^l ( S) . 
d./ Now v 
p,qeint(D(S)) . 
Let'first p,qei""(S) , and XeC°(p,q) be a sequence. Then the 
sequence X has a future-inextendible nonspacelike limit-curve 
Xin M\{p}. If p is not the end point of X in M, then 
Xni+(S) i 0, by a., so Xnni
+( S) i 0 for some n. But 
X cj"(p)Cl"(S) : contradiction. So XU{p}GC(p,q) . /We denote, the 
curve XU{p} by X too./ 
Let XCUCM be open, and let r̂ V CU /r^X/ be such an open set, 
that there is no nonspacelike curve starting from and then 
returning to it. 
Choose a finite system *£ v 1
u-*- u V m
 o f {vrlrCX}. Let WQ = V-,, 
W, =- V,nv9,...,Wm - = V^ ,nvm, Wm -= Vm and let X. be a l l l m-1 m-l m m m i, k 
sequence of X., converging to X. Then X. n(mn w.) i 0 -From 
ik 1 3 
m 
some k>k . Let vex. \( yV ) be a point between W.,W. n 
o ik 1 m
 r 2 3 + 1 
/j=0,...,m-l/. Then X. would leave V... then return to it. 
ik 3+1 
Thus XL SViy-'-VVjCU for k>kQ, that is C°(p,q) is compact. 
Now let us prove that J (q) nj~( S) is compact for qeint(D(S)) . 
we are going to show, that C (p,q) is compact for 
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Let a GJ ( q) nj"( S) be a sequence, a GX be a sequence of 
future-inextendible nonspacelike curves starting from q, and 
X be the limit-curve of the sequence X . Then there exists 
+ n 
r€A.ni ( S) . Let X. be a subsequence of X. such that every 
1k x 
point of X is a limit point of X. . Covering the section 
xk 
[q , r ] of X with coord ina te -ba l l s B 1 , . . . B , as in the proof 
of theorem 8 we can see that there is a k such that 
n ° 
a. G u B. /k>k /. So a. has a subsequence a?-aGX. 
-k j - i - ° xk ] 
If a? has a subsequence in S, then aGS. 
If a?ej+( q)n[ J~( S)\S] , then there is no point of S on X? 
between q and a?, because if r would be such a point, then 
let q'ei"( q)nD~( S) , r'GX?\S be a. point between r and a?, 
further let y be a timelike curve joining q' and r', and Y' 
be a future-inextendible timelike curve from r'. Then: 
Y^S - 0 because a?GJ ( S) and Y'nS = 0 because rGS: contra-
dicting to the fact that qGD~( S) . 
Let b be the first point of X ns. So a is between q and n n
 v n n H b and b G u B. for k*>k , so there is a subsequence n nk j = 1 u o' 
b?-bexns of b. , so aGj~( b) , that is J+( q) nj"( S) is compact. 
3 3k 
Now let pGD ( S) , qGD~( S) , a G J*"( p) nj+( q) , a ex be a non-
spacelike curve joining p and q. Then X ns 4 0. If a sub-
sequence a of a is in S, then we can suppose, that 
a —aGJ (q)ns, and aGj ( p) is also satisfied. 
nk 
If a £S, then, as in the preceding proof, there will be a 
first point b of S on X /as measured from q/, so we can 
n + n - - + 
suppose, that an-aej ( q) nJ ( s) and b -beJ ( p) nJ ( S) , and 
aGj"( b) . So aGj-( P) nj
+( q) . 
THEOREM 18: If S is a closed achronal set, for which 
J (S)nj ( S) is strongly causal, and acausal or compact, 
then D( S) is globally hyperbolic. 
Proof: 
a./ D(S) is strongly causal. 
It is sufficient to examine the case pGD ( S)ni ( S) . 
Let U£I (S), pGV.CU be open sets, X. is a sequence of non-
spacelike curves as in Lemma 11. 
Extend X. in the past direction to get a past-inextendible 
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nonspacelike curve X? and let X5 be the limit-curve of the 
sequence X?. X5 can not meet the. point p once more because 
of the achronality of S, so we háve the second oase of theo-
rem 12. If q^A' , q^KCM ÍG an arbitrary open set, q5ei (q)r>K, 
pev.ci (q') /i>i / y. is nonspacelike curve^ which joins q' 
with the first point of the /future-directed/ X., q.^X?, 
q.-*q, then /with finite exo^ption/ q.^A., so M is not strongly 
causal at q. But X5ns 4 0: contradiction. 
b./ If p,qGD(S), then J+( p) nj~( q) CD( S) . 
This is trivial, if J ( S) n J ( S) is acausal, and not true, if 
J ( S)oj ( S) is compact. /Consider for example the following 







, n y£\ 
p 
But disregarding this, the further claims of the theorem are 
true. 
c./ J (p)Oj"*(q) is compact /for p,q€D(S)/. 
First we prove the compactness of J ( p)nJ ( S) . Let 
a ej ( p)n j""( S) , a GA be a future-inextendible nonspace­
like curve, starting from p, and let an£J (s ) , s €A ns, 
and let X be the limit-curve of the sequence X . As Xns i 0, 
X leaves j"( S) , if J*(S)nj~(S) is acausal. If J+(S)nj~(S) is 
compact, then X leaves S too. /by Lemma 13/ 
Let x€A.\J~( S) , c GX , c -*x. If there is a subsequence X 5 n n ' n ^ . n. 
for which c precedes s , then xGD~*( S) , so xGj"*( S) . 
nk nk 
So covering the section [p,x] of the curve X with coordinate-
balls of finite number, we get, that an-a€X, sn-s€A and 
a€j~( S). From this it is easy to prove the compactness of 
J+( p) nj"( q) in the čase of q£D*( S) , pGD~( S) . 
If p,q€l"(S) , then consider a sequence X €C(p,q) . Thus X -*X 
in M\{q}. 
If q is an endpoint of X, then XCD~( S) , and we can see - as in 
the preceding theorem - that X -X in the topology of C (pfq). 
If q is not the endpoint of X, theň Xns i 0f so there exists 
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a point xex\J~(S) . But A.nCD~( S) , so A.cb~( S) cj"( S) , 
contradiction. 
THEOREM 19: If N is a globally hyperbolic set, pviGN, and 
q€J ( p) , then there is a nonspacelike geodesic joining p and 
q in N which has maximal length among all the nonspacelike 
curves joining p and q. 
THEOREM 20: If S is a closed achronal set, for which J+( S) is 
strongly causal, and E ( S) is compact, then there is a future-
inextendible timelike curve yCD (E ( S)) , such that 
YHE
+( S) i 0. 
Proof: See in [ 1] . 
PROPOSITION,21: Every globally hyperbolic set is causally 
simple. 
DEFINITION 22: We call a compact, closed /without boundary/ 
spacelike two-surface closed trapped surface, if the two null-
component of its second fundamental form is negative semidefi-
nite. /We use then a base E-. ,E? ,K,L,g( E. ,E.) = <5. . , 
g(Ei,K) = g(Ei,L) = g(K,K) = g(~L,L) = 0, g(K,L) = -1. 
DEFINITION 23: We call a set S Cauchy-surface, if 
1./ It is acausal /J+( p) ns = {p}, /pes// 
2./ Edge 3 = 0 
3./ LX S) = D+( S)UD~( S) = M. 
THEOREM 22: /PENROSE, 1965/ 
If M contains a closed trapped surface and a noncompact Cauchy-
surface, and if the NCC is satisfied, then M is not null-geo-
desically complete. 
Proof: The idea of the proof is to suppose null-geodesical 
completeness, and then to construct a homeomorphism between 
a compact and a noncompact set, to get a contradiction in such 
a way. 
a./ If T is a closed trapped surface, then J (T) is 
compact. 
By theorem 17. M is globally hyperbolic, thus causally simple, 
so J+( T) = E+( T) . 
So i f f: T x [ 0 , + « ) x { l , 2 } - M , f ( p , t , l ) = e x p l p ( t K) , 
f ( p , t , 2 ) = exp . ( t L ) , then J+( T) c f( Tx[ 0 , + » ) x { l , 2 } ) 
P 
Г І / I -.--.*' I -1-._, / т т -- . Let c = min ( inf I tr/IIVI , inf I tr/IIVI) 
1 2 T T 
/II ,11 are the two components of the second fundamental form 
in the base E..E2,K,L, where E,,E
2










From the null-version of proposition 3 and theorem 5 we get 
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that a nuil-geodesic starting from p^T and orthogonal to 
T will enter I (T) at latest as the parameter t reaches the 
value £. So J+( T) Cf( Tx[ 0,-] x{l,2) , J+( T) is compact. 
c . + c 
Now project J ( T) to the noncompaet Cauchy-surface C via 
the integral curves of a timelike vector-field. The projec-
tion is a compact 3rsubmanifold of C, without boundary /because 
J ( T) is such a set, too/. 
And.now here is our main theorem: 
THEOREM 23: /Hawking - Penrose 1970/ 
If: 
1. TCC is satisfied. 
2. 'The timelike and null-generic condition is satisfied 
3. There is no closed timelike curve 
-*. There is at least one of the following sets: 
a. S compact achronal set, edge ( S) = 0 
b. Closed trapped surface 
c. peM point, for which d( p) <0 along every 
null-geodesic, starting from p. 
then M cannot be both timelike and null-geodesically complete. 
Proof: /an outline/ 
We prove instead that 
In a timelike and null-geodesically complete spacetime the 
following five conditions cannot be satisfied at the same 
time: 
a. Every inextendible nonspacelike geodesic contains 
a pair of conjugate points 
b. There are no closed timelike curves 
c. There is a closed achronal set S for which E ( S) (E ( S)) 
is compact. 
d. NCC 
e. Null-generic condition 
If these conditions are satisfied, then M is strongly causal 
by theorem 12, so there is a timelike curve yep (E (S)), as 
in the theorem 20. Then the set F = E+(-S)nj~(Y) is compact 
and E~(F)CFUJ"7Y/. 
It can be seen from a. - by corollary 10 - that every null-geo-
desic which has a section on j"(Y) > will enter to I ( Y) • 
The distance of these "points of entering" from F is a contin-
uous function of the tangent vectors of these geodesies at the 
point, where they intersect F. So E~(F) is compact. There is a 
curve XCD"(E~(F)) as in theorem 20. ̂ Then XUYCint( D( E~( F))) . 
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Let anex, bneT, a ^ ^ I U ^ , bn+iei*( bn) , h,ei
+< ax) . The 
sequence a /and b / leaves every compact section of A, /and 
Y, respectively/. Because of global hyperbolicity of 
int( D( E~( F) ) ) /theorem 17/, there is a maximal timelike 
geodesic u between a and b .We can suppose /by compactness 
of F/ that un
nF-*x'(x€F) and u'( Un
nF)-VeTxM. Consider the 
geodesic u for which u( 0) = x, u'( 0) -= V. It will contain a 
pair of conjugate points u,v by a. Let u'^J (u)nu» v'GJ (v)nu-
Varying the curve u between u' and v* to get a longer curve 
a, we can prove by the aid of this curve, that there is a |i , 
which is not maximal: contradiction. 
THEOREM 2-f: If: 
1. TCC is satisfied 
2. There is- a compact acausal 3-surface S such that 
edge S = 0, and tr(II)_is negative definite on S. 
Then the spacetime M is not timelike geodesically complete. 
Proof: The idea of the proof is to show, that H ( S) is compact, 
and then find a contradiction with the fact, that null-geode-
sies laying in H ( S) can have past endpoints only on edge ( S). 
See e.g. [1] for the details of the proof. 
NOTE: This theorem describes a closed contracting Universe. 
As Friedmann exhibited in 1922, that every homogenous and 
isotropic cosmological model is contracting or expanding and 
as we know, that the real Universe is expanding /contracting 
in the reversed time direction/, we can say, that our Universe 
contains a singularity in its past, if it is closed. However 
this singularity is not necessarily the "beginning point of 
the Universe". 
Though there are incomplete geodesies, it is not necessarily 
true, that every past directed geodesic is incomplete. /At 
least it is by no means the consequence of the above results./ 
EPILOGUE: We tried to summarize the main results of S.W.Hawking 
aiid R.Penrose. We gave a full-exhausting proof of the statement 
of theorem 8. The second part of the statement is important, 
though not mentioned /only tacitly used/ in the literature 
/see e.g. [ 1] , [ 2] , [3]/. The same is true for our pre-lemma 
d. and Lemma 11. 
It is necessary to distinguish the two cases in theorem 12, 
though e.g. in [ 1J these two cases are collected into one sen-
tence. 
Our proof of Theorem 17 is slightly and tftat of Theorem 18 is 
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rather different, than usual proofs. 
So we feel, that it is succeeded to fill some of the gaps of 
Inexactness in the theory of singularities. 
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